june 2019
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 11th July.

A New Form of Flying?

In the absence of a photo competition because there was no meeting in June, mad scientist
Nigel Sumpter speculates on the next generation of flying. Words and photo by Nigel:

Hang gliding started with a bunch of hippys
running down sand dunes with taped
together contraptions of bamboo and
polythene sheet - it was dismissed, but look
where it got to. Paragliding started with the
likes of Gerald Williams running and hopping
down steep slopes with a ram air parachute
- it too was dismissed but look where it got
to.
BOS2 saw our very own Tim Jones reveal
the start of the next revolution in flying,
bringing together a fusion of the pop up
convenience of a paraglider combined with
the structural rigidity of a hang glider. This
new flying wonder was able to cope
admirably with the welsh conditions that
kept more conventional - and soon to be
outdated - flying craft on the ground.
Tentatively named either the Parabrolly or
Hangbrella Mark 1, the even, all-round airfoil
allows omnidirectional flying and the one
handed control system satisfies the essential
modern need to have one hand constantly
free for texting and selfies. Tim is pictured

above maintaining height close to cloud
base. Several similar examples were seen in

the hands of other fliers at the meet - so the
development race is on. Is this the
beginning of the end for hang gliders and
paragliders? Some outstanding Parabrolly or
Hangbrella XC flights have apparently
already been reported by the London based
Mary Poppins.

Chairman’s Chat
Here we go again with poor old Tim having to chase me up for something to pop in the
newsletter; hopefully he will have gotten something from someone else without too much
prompting. It is a shame that whilst many are happy to write things up on social media and
spend time posting on various groups few are prepared to spend a little time writing
something for the club bulletin. Maybe it’s a sign of the times and maybe it’s time to stop
putting Tim or whoever else through their monthly trial.
Well with that over what else has been going on… plenty of flying out and about in the last
week or so, although can’t say there was much at the BOS in mid Wales despite some good
effort being put in. Hopefully the aerotow boys will get out before the next meeting and have
something to write up about if RASP is to be believed and our skills are up to it.
A few incidents have come to my attention although Phil seems unaware of them at present
so if you have had an “experience” please let him know; if for no other reason than to give
him something to do. Having said that, it is good to see him out on the hill a little more, so
he must have some spare time.
There is a rumour that the NT may have plans afoot regarding Chapel and Aggy which may
well not be to our liking. At this stage it is just a rumour but please make a special effort not
to upset them and keep to the site rules at the very least. Displaying parking tickets at
Chapel Porth helps, especially if you have a flying related sticker on your car as well.
Super to hear that Adie has got back in the air and even better that his presence on the hill
was highly effective in several ways ;)) hopefully, he will once again become a regular flier
which would be of a benefit to all and the KHPA in particular.
That’s about it for this month.
Phippsy

KHPA XC leagues
No entries this month so results stay the same. The weather hasn’t been brilliant this month
but surely someone soon can sneak a little XC from Carn Brea or a nice little ridge run to get
a new scorer on the board. It could be YOU!
XC leagues to 25-02-2019

XC flights this month

Hang gliding

Name

1

Graham Phipps

87.0

2

Tim Jones

48.7

3

Wyn Davies

18.1

Name

Total

1

Mark AS

51.7

2

Graham Phipps

31.5

Paragliding

Total

Saturday 29th June …
A misty morning slowly, very slowly cleared
but not quick enough for my planned flight
In a Tiger Moth at Bodmin Airfield got
cancelled. What to do?? A quick call and
Geoff R, down on holiday, pitched up for a
couple of hours fishing on the boat out of
Portreath. Things cleared, the coast was
beautiful, the sun shone and the breeze
filled in but no fish. Still a good trip even if
we did cut it a little fine coming back into
harbour picking up the mooring with minutes
to spare before the water departed.
Geoff headed back to campsite with a view
to going to Perran for a look later.
Whilst pilots were and had been flying at
Perranporth we decided to head to Chapel to
save the drive and as conditions were
getting lighter maybe not such a long
wasted trip. Arriving under a super sunny
sky it was indeed light, with some
orographic forming over the campsite. Still,
we were there now so carried wings to the
front where it was all of 8 –10. Things
looked like they should improve and gulls
were floating around at 50 feet so gliders
out.
By the time I inflated it was 10-12 and
feeling lifty so off I went. The beeping was
slow but steady and passing 600 ATO the
orographic was well below giving a lovely
view as Kaz launched into what looked like
more breeze. The beeping slowed a little to
0.4 up (fps) but kept going. The sea was

crystal clear and every detail below the
surface was visible as the sun shone. 1000'
ATO and still it kept a steady beep. Kaz had
come up quickly and was about 150 below
me, looking out to sea things looked a little
hazy… realizing that the approaching cloud
layer was now several hundred feet below us
it was time to leave the lift and descend
before we got cut off above the cloud.
Going out to sea did not help, big ears was
ok but still not quick enough with the rising
air slowing our descents. Adding speedbar
was more effective and it became apparent
that we would get below cloud base before it
arrived. We made it with a few minutes to
spare, a bit like picking up the mooring:
close enough. Tight 360's saw us punch the
stronger lift downwards before slipping back
inland over the cliffs where gentle sink and
inefficient flying got us back on the ground.
The sky had changed to total cloud cover,
the orographic had gone and the lift was
back to ridge lift, as Geoff proved by taking
off in what was by then a good breeze.
An amazing flight and one like I have never
had at Chapel, with some of the best views I
have seen from there. Fortunately we kept
our eyes open and took action early enough
to avoid what could have been a challenging
situation.
One
of
those
unplanned,
unexpected and unreal flights that come
along every now and then. Here's to the
next one ;))
Graham Phipps

BOS 2–scenic walks and National
Trust visits. By Nigel Sumpter
After the epic weather and tasks and equally
epic KHPA achievements at the first round of
the British Open Series hang gliding
competition (BOS1) at the beginning of May,
there were high hopes for some great flying
at BOS2 and more huge KHPA successes.
However, Wyn was unable to join the rest of
the KHPA tribe (Phippsy, Tim and Nigel S) in
his native land and the Welsh weather gods
were not happy. High pressure to the west
and to the east of the UK had trapped a
deep low pressure with multiple embedded
fronts right over the central Wales venue of
BOS2!
An historic note that may be of interest:
The Welsh weather gods should have
supported us as lost sons of the chosen land
as the “wall” part of the name Cornwall is an
old spelling of Welsh. This is because the
original British (often in past times referred
to generally as the Welsh) who occupied
much of the British Isles, were subject to
barbaric ethnic cleansing by Germanic Saxon
and Angle (English) tribes, pushing them
into the West and South West. (The Corn
part is how the name of the British (Welsh)
tribe in Cornwall was first recorded in writing
by the Roman's.)
Day 1 looked so dire on the forecast that we
all decided to miss it and travel up for day 2
with our fingers tightly crossed for an
improvement in the weather. Telegram
confirmations that no task would be set for
Day 1 reassured us we had been right not to
go for that first day - but then telegram
messages appeared showing that a task had
actually been set! Despite a low cloud base
and an overcast sky the incredible Justin
Needham managed an impressive-for-the
day 25km. It would turn out that this first
day that we missed was the only viable
flying day - and indeed the only properly
flyable day of the weekend! - As Phippsy
says: - "If it's a competition you have to be
there".
On day 2 there were hopes of being able to
fly at the appropriately named Clatter, and
on arrival the weather seemed to perk up
and a task was set and instruments loaded.
However winds were fickle and the
conditions generally in the throes of frontal
changes. The heroic wind dummy and

Optimists en route to the hill
organising team member Richard Hunt may
just have got above the top momentarily in
some horrible looking air but he soon
plunged down to a not very inviting bottom
landing. Then the winds switched and
dropped and the clouds thickened even
more.

Team Kernow ready to win the day
Eventually, as the end of the task take-off
window drew closer, we all started to pack
away and walk the long way back across the
hill top to our cars. However Steve Blackler
remained rigged and from the distance of
the car park we watched him take off with
dread in our hearts that he would steal the
day by skying out above us and then
disappearing to a distant goal field. But few
of us, even in our long flying careers, had
seen anyone vanish so quickly, as he
immediately went straight to the bottom!
Despite the lack of flying we did have a good
time sight-seeing, and seeing fantastic hills
for all directions wherever you looked lifted
our poor Cornish hearts and was a good
reminder of why central and South East
Wales is such a Mecca for flying and well
worth a few days’ trip up.

